
 

 

Shoot Location: 432 Highway 466, First Baptist Church of Lady Lake, FL 32159 

Event Description: There will be two categories, Silver or Gold. 

SHOOT OUT is limited to 48 participants total.  

Gold - The match format will be a No-X multiple round event; X count ties 

will be broken by the fastest time shot in the final elimination round to 

determine the top seven for the Magnificent seven shoot-off. Shooters in the 

gold category are shooting for awards. 

Silver - The match format will be a 3-X elimination event. X count ties will 

be broken by the fastest time shot in the final elimination round to 

determine the top seven for the Magnificent seven shoot-off. Shooters in the 

Silver category are shooting for awards for 1st, 2nd, 3rd and every x is 

represented by a silver dollar. The shooter will take home the silver they 

win each round.  

This is a club level shogun primer event. Shooters will provide their own 

ammo. Shooting will start at 9:00 each day. Shooting will end at by 3 pm on 

Jan 11th due to range restrictions. X count and time to be used to determine 

winners if competition is not completed by end of shooting each day. A 

party/banquet will be held Friday. On Jan 12th shooting will end at 6 pm.  

All Shooting will be conducted on 17” Targets at a range of 15’. 

Entry Fee: $25.00 per day per shooter. Each day is a separate event. 

Silver Prize Fee: 3 silver dollars or 3 - 1oz silver bullion coins per day.  

Registration: Send Registration with entry fee to:  Kevin Yeo, 1201 Flores 

Ave, The Villages FL, 32159. Ph 605-999-7687, Checks payable to: Kevin Yeo  

Name:    Category: Silver ____ Gold ____ Alias:   

   

CFDA#    Ph#    Email:       Fri: Y/N  Sat: Y/N 

Hotel Information: Comfort Suites*352-259-6578,  Holiday Inn*352-750-3888,   

La Hacienda*352-750-6863. 

Silver & Gold - Snow Bird Shoot Out 

January 11 & 12 - 2019 


